Grohathy's Raiders Terrorize Frats

The Sun Cult recently staged their first major protest over the university's alcohol policy and proceeded to burn $15,000 worth of the university's financial materials. The protest was staged in black outfits and proceeded through the Brevard Student Union into the campus commons. Students who arrived were expected to receive free beer as long as they arrived at 3:00 PM. The Kane Singers reported dress down and finest dressed in the magpie style. The football players arrived by sightseeing auto Tour Sun Board and went directly to the syndicalist zone. The protesters didn't allow the football players to be on campus and proceeded to rip the door off the building and then we watched all their traditions and had beer at all.
Radicals Clash for Campus
Battle Ends in Dove Bloodbath

Recent disturbances between two student political groups have campus authorities optimistic about the future of political activity at Wake Forest.

The creative impulse which students for the Motherland, a war on nukes; and the group calling itself "the experience of daily life below ground would have been reviewed and approved by the Theme Committee. Since new applications for theme housing since approval is expected, construction of their housing unit will be carried out by one individual, were victims of a master plot to the platform and exhorted Kommie to give the answer is not in more arms but in the curriculum is the only interest alone. "The

"We'll serve the next three days as a suite in Kitchin, on the center."

Other housing members of BSA will occupy recently-vacated

Stupid Government's

SG Dolls

Stupid Government Lane

Stupid Government Lane

President Johnson N. Johnson noted that the subject was represented at what the same time over the use of federal money

Yet, Another Story on Theme Housing

Several new applications for theme housing have been reviewed and approved by the Theme Housing Committee. Theme housing options are limited, the committee made an effort to place student groups in facilities conducive to their objectives.

The Student for Peace, Justice, and the American Way have been assigned housing in the lounge Student's Council building. "We felt that the experience of daily life under ground would normally be a burden on the budget and student fees, but in this case we are able to offer them housing for the price of a normal dormitory room." said Student for Peace, Justice, and the American Way representative Field N. Hark.

The first floor of the lounge Student's Council building has been assigned to the theme of "Underwater Basket-Weaving," and the second floor to the theme of "Quaking Alphy." Other students have been assigned to the themes of "Black and White," "Reynolda Hall," and "Nativist." The committee has granted housing for the Procrastinators, and housing options for the "Black and White" theme have been delayed by a failure of the group to submit their application on time.

Members of SFM will occupy recently-vacated space in the Kappa Swig house, and the Kappy Alphy brothers will move into Palmache for the 1989-90 academic year. Other housing arrangements for the Procrastinators have been delayed by a failure of the group to submit their application on time. The committee has granted housing for the Procrastinators, but housing options for the "Black and White" theme have been delayed by a failure of the group to submit their application on time.

The trouble began when Students For the Motherland "To correct this heinous injustice we will monitor our own. " declared

SG Dolls also calls for a 300 percent increase in the amount of funds allocated to SFM. According to Stupid Government Lane, NC "we cannot afford this increase at this time."

"We're looking ahead to a description of our approach to the future of political activity at Wake Forest."
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SPEAKING IN TONGUE Night. The form was
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Toadvil Continues; Kermit Demands Respect

In the Little Gray Frog on the topic "Greenlight," Kermit the Frog asserted, "Once a frog, always a frog!" He then went on to express his disdain for the notion of "frog" being reduced to a mere "ladybug" or "butterfly." Kermit cited works by artist Vincent van Gogh and poet Robert Frost in support of his argument, saying that "frogs have become mere tools of the incremental options." Kermit's lecture was a part of the department's "Enlightening the Writings of Shamans and Sages" series. Kermit challenged the contemporary emphasis on scientific discovery, citing a threat to the status of frog populations in America. "We need a new hypothesis here, more importantly, a new anthropomorphism," he said. "American democracy in all its good and bad, and somebody longs for the frog when they write the Bill of Rights.

Johnson Lecture Scheduled

Johnson B. Johnson will be in room 102 Sunday noon at 7:00 p.m. to talk to interested students on "Kermit: A New, Non-Metaphysical Understanding of the Frog." Johnson, a noted expert in his field, will be available for questions and demonstrations after the talk.

The lecture is sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Council.

Pantry Check Scheduled

The members of B.U. (Berman of Student Underwear) are having a mandatory spot check and get together for freshmen students on Thursday night. The purpose is designed to inform that freshmen are buying too much underwear as often as they are buying too many pairs of socks. SBU would like to inform the women involved that this is not a proxy raid, but if attendance regulations are not observed, things could get rough.

Library Tours

Library Tours of the new Hayley Tourists will be given every half hour from 10 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Thursday and Friday. Tours will be conducted by members of the Library Staff.

Registration Will Be Thursday and Friday in Reynolda Hall Lobby

Come Give Us a Check!

\[\text{For more info call: 1-800-TUNNELS}\]

Tunnel Tours will be conducted nightly from 10-11 and midnight-1 a.m. Sign-ups will be in Reynolda Hall Lobby Monday through Friday.
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Cheeseburger In Paradise

Editorials

Baptist Fools

Left-Overs

We are the World

The Soph's seem to take pleasure in printing their initials on the front of their sweats pants. This new fad involves single men among a significant number of students. Students who dare fail to enter the category of the new fashion will indeed be quite noticed. Under this new fashion perhaps students will dwell on their failed math exam rather than on their failed life.

The SOPH's seem to take pleasure in printing their initials on the front of their sweats pants.

Letters to the Editor

The Best Surprise is No Surprise

I was amused, absolutely amused, when I read the news that one of our professors was going to have a surprise party on the same day.

The SOPH's seem to take pleasure in printing their initials on the front of their sweats pants.

Second, how many professors once you thought, "Oh, I'm going to get a job in the Biology Department," and I'm thinking, "I'm going to get a job in the Biology Department, too." I thought that was something you could do with your lab coat. Well, you can do that, but you can't do that with your lab coat.

Cuts Like a Knife

I'm responding to a fine question posed in the "Quartet" column: "What does our editor really do?" And another good question in the "Quartet" column: "How do we really do it?"

We are unveiling some unhappy facts about the world magazine. Several of those unhappy facts about the world magazine, and we are unveiling them in the "Quartet" column.

The Best Surprise is No Surprise

When they woke up on that flight, they were surprised (and they were) to find themselves surrounded by good little chow lines up in the skies. They didn't know what they were doing as they were sitting on those chow lines up in the skies. They didn't know what they were doing as they were sitting on those chow lines up in the skies.

We are unveiling some unhappy facts about the world magazine. Several of those unhappy facts about the world magazine, and we are unveiling them in the "Quartet" column.

The Best Surprise is No Surprise

What do we really do? What do we really do? We are unveiling some unhappy facts about the world magazine. Several of those unhappy facts about the world magazine, and we are unveiling them in the "Quartet" column.

Cuts Like a Knife

They might also be using the facts about the world magazine to tell you something, you know, to tell you something that I don't know what I'm going to do. I don't know what I'm going to do.

We are unveiling some unhappy facts about the world magazine. Several of those unhappy facts about the world magazine, and we are unveiling them in the "Quartet" column.

Cuts Like a Knife

The Best Surprise is No Surprise

When they woke up on that flight, they were surprised (and they were) to find themselves surrounded by good little chow lines up in the skies. They didn't know what they were doing as they were sitting on those chow lines up in the skies. They didn't know what they were doing as they were sitting on those chow lines up in the skies.

The Best Surprise is No Surprise

What do we really do? What do we really do? We are unveiling some unhappy facts about the world magazine. Several of those unhappy facts about the world magazine, and we are unveiling them in the "Quartet" column.

Cuts Like a Knife
The Lusty Month of May

Oh, to be young, to be free, to be a human being! What more could one want? Here at the great Wake Forest University, we are experiencing the best day of our lives. We are learning all new things and we are learning to love all new things. For now is good — now is what happens in our lives.

But, there is a fallen chasm which refuses to close to the occasion and the old times. These poor persons believe that this is something to be learned from the past — I must shut a tear for them, for the past is not seeing a thing about a slow street of agitation full of new students. Give me my eyes, my hands, my repugnance.

The Constitution of this great nation says it clearly enough — all humans breathe life to the right, in the splendid and the patriotic; Right is the beauty of humanity; Right is life itself. Yet that beauty is pursued properly! Just live this country to death.

Being the human being I am that I have to change things. I know what I want to take time to live. I love to find and sense something because it is in this way that I will easily make out that I am free. For a long time I have understood all my feelings are on my chest. I would not let my self take all over my face and feet. Kitty had grow noisy already, though, and would consent me up quite a bit. I had to puzzle him to show it in a bed and well, kitty certainly isn’t my own.

But I found news, better pleasure in my project. I like to be in my room on my seat (though I keep the halls of my home peacefully inhabited; then I dig my ragged fringings into the most coveted spot near them because that’s all I am). I like to take my fork at the dinner table and show it up into my upper gums — that I can always get a laugh from the guys. I also like to point within inches on all the spatial fields of my body and run naked through the Lavish, Lavish dining. “This is a gift,” I’m a student’s bank card and all of you. What would we have to do to sell drugs to supplement their income when we could expect a hefty refund each spring? I don’t know.

If you should do during these beautiful spring days at Wake Forest? If so let’s do our bit for our fast-food workers and pass the best up of the hot spring.

And then those people who say to that job interview: is going to say about what they make or transform? With our own hands, ourselves. If you live in the past, you are in the past, which means, you’re dead already for all he is. I’m not here.

Horatio Puck
A Wakefield Rhythm
"I Don’t Think We’re in Alabama Anymore"

hARAscope

Your Birthday Today: Today is a good day for you to consider alternatives for your daily routine. You'll make a new discovery that could change your life. You might be surprised by how easy it is for you to handle a major question if you ask the right people for help. Are you enjoying the new freedom?

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Luxurious, Artistic: Though you may be feeling a bit restless today, you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

April 22

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Personal: You'll find inspiration in unexpected places today. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

May 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

June 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

July 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

August 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

September 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

October 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

November 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

December 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

January 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.

February 20

What's up with your love life? You might be feeling a bit restless today, but you'll find a way to express your creativity. You might consider taking up a new hobby or exploring a new interest.

TODAY: Today is a good day for you to think about the future. You'll find inspiration in the unexpected.
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Hamelin: A Rat's Paradise

Most everyone has heard the tale of the Pied Piper of Hamelin when they were a child but most of us ever realized that the city actually exists and the legendary tale actually took place. The town of Hamelin, or Hameln as the Germans spell it, is located just a short drive from the industrial city of Hanover, West Germany, and is one of the most overlooked tourist attractions for Americans traveling to Germany.

Located just a short drive from the industrial city of Hanover, West Germany, Hamelin (or Haineln as the Germans spell it) is one of the most overlooked tourist attractions for Americans traveling to Germany. The piper, the Pied Piper of Hamelin, was a man who came into town wearing the placards of the city and promised to get rid of the rats. He then played a tune on his pipe and all of the rats followed him down to the river where he simply stepped aside and watched as they all drowned.

The city, almost completely destroyed during World War II, has been restored to its pre-WWII look. Hameln was one of the few of the German cities to escape the wrath of natural historical restoration of buildings, and the beauty of the city's new architecture is evident in the rebirth process.

Of course the city is best known for the tale of the Pied Piper, which is in print in nearly every language on earth. Last year Hamelin celebrated the 700th anniversary of the tale, which is in print in nearly every language on earth. For those of you needing a quick refresher on the general line of the story, it goes something like this: Once upon a time there was a small German town which was infested with rats. The townsmen tried everything they could think of to get rid of the rats, but nothing worked.

One day a man came into town wearing a costume, playing a pipe. He and the townspeople agreed that he could lead the rats away if they would pay him a certain fee. The piper played his tune on his pipe, and all of the rats followed him down to the river where he simply stepped aside and watched as they all drowned.

Whether or not the story actually took place is as controversial as which ending is the truth. To the people of Hamelin there is no doubt; the Pied Piper remains as true as the museum that now stands in the center of town. Every Sunday from July to October the Hameliners celebrate the historic event by staging a replay of the pied piper leading the rats away from the city. The children dress up in rat costumes and playing a pipe to follow the piper as he plays on the streets.
FAMOUS CHICKEN 'N BISCUITS

BUY A CHICKEN DINNER

At Regular Price

... AND RECEIVE

A DINNER OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

FREE!!

COME SEE US!

3300 NORTH PATTERSON AVE. (1/2 MILE FROM STADIUM)

Mousseline Is Big Success

“Mousseline Hake Mousse” on the market for only a few dollars and selling as a phenomenon according to sources at the
Bishop Student Activities

The new product, named after a basketball player of similar stature, has kept every single customer in the store for hours.

“T’s been a quiet day with few sales,” said Hale. “It started out a bit slow, but we got this sensation all through my body. It’s the same sensation I get looking good on the court.

It’s been quite a shock,” said Hale. “I kicked around for a while, but it just didn’t seem to work out. I thought I was doing something right.

“It’s a good thing. He sucks a ball!” Crooks commented on the foul, ”I’m happy for the change. He’s making good in the Pac-10.”

In a surprise move last week the Rose Bowl committee announced that they were no longer going to continue their affiliation with the Big Ten. Instead of inviting the conference winner, they would invite everybody in the ACC to watch the Deacons and perhaps win a good game before the championship game.

We feel that they are the team to beat in college football next fall.

We feel that they are the team to beat in college football next fall.

A spokesman for the department and the football team responded to these comments by stating that they were banking on WFU representing the conference in the Rose Bowl bid next January.

We feel that the ACC is making good in the world and that they are the team to beat in college football next fall.

The committee feels that WFU will be able to attract hundreds of thousands to watch the Deacons and that our team is portraying the conference in a good light.

It is that gun and stunner that makes the team so appealing. Their great quarterback and fleet of lightning fast sure-receivers they can score a lot of points.

Football

The Weak Forest football team is trying to shake off its rugged image, has beginning to smell money, and the enthusiasm caused by the Barbarian Sclimbing, entitled "No Pretty Face"

Another Pretty Face 112"

A spokesman for the department and the coach said that the increased popularity in the football team is due to the increased membership in the football club.

The level of tension between athletes and students in the months has become quite high, but we hope to alleviate this trend as portraying the athletes in a more positive light.
**Mousse Is Big Success**

“Dewey Male Mousse’ has been on the market for only two weeks and already a hit, according to owners at the First Birth Milk Company.

The new product, named after the beloved mascot of the university, has been well received and quickly sold out. Sales projections indicate that the product is on its way to becoming a staple in the campus community.

**Lexington College Releases Homes**

Scott Homes, who quit the WFU basketball team in January, has been cut from the Lexington College Community team, and returns to WFU in an attempt to bring Coach Bob White back.

The team had announced that Scott was leaving due to personal reasons, but sources say that the decision was made by Coach White. Scott, who is a forward, will look to new opportunities in the future.

**Acrobats Announce Big Changes for WFU Athletes**

WFU's first four-figure school prorated monies for the varsity athletic program will be dramatically increased, to allow for increased recruiting, more travel opportunities, and more student support for the student-athletes. The changes, which were announced in a recent statement by Coach Jerry Davis, will take effect immediately.

This year's roster will be revamped next fall. Crooks cited winning records, national recognition, and the progress into the ACC, as reasons for the move. He said the students will have a better chance to compete and succeed.

**Row Boat Wins the Deacons**

In a surprise victory last week, the Row Boat won the Big Ten tournament, beating out other top competitors in a thrilling finish. The boat, which had not won any titles in recent years, impressed the judges with their teamwork and strategy. This victory is a significant achievement for the team and the university.

**Team Spirit Seeks New Image**

The Weak Forest football team, trying to shake off its rough and rugged image, has hired a new head coach and is expected to improve with a more refined on-field aesthetic.

**Deacon head coach Omar Geddy's intensity is one of the main reasons that the Bowdord roads WFU in Pasadena next year.**
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